
On A Mission to Take TR to The Next Level

Dare to be Greater with TalentRaters

Paving the Way for the Next Generation of
Artists

LINDENWOLD, NEW JERSEY, UNITED
STATES, December 14, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Taking the reins
Joseph C. Bennett is on a mission to take
TalentRaters (TR) to the next level. Dreams
can come true with hard work and dedication
but for Joe, his mission is above and beyond
aiding in the pursuit to bring a global
community of artists, entertainers, models
and actors together for exposure in receiving
online support and recognition within TR
MAGAZINE. The business is growing rapidly
and with a secure business model and
concept we need investors to help unite a
community of artists and entertainers. The
underlying motive and key to success is love
and passion. A fuel that motivates us in
fulfilling our purpose and soul mission.

As we know music is the drug we crave that
encapsulating soul food which connects us to
an emotionally happier place. A sacred space for our hearts to heal, for our minds to clear. It is the
therapeutic medicine to reduce stress, depression, social and emotional barriers. 

It’s not about Me it’s about
helping the ones like Me, the
ones who wanted to give up
because they don't know how
or who to go to, or receive a
negativity bout following an
unpromising career.”

Joseph C. Bennett

This is the motivation for TalentRaters to take the talent
industry to the next level. We want to move people, we want
to create a family, a global phenomenon. We are in the
twentieth century which means without technology we are
without a future. So, with this fast-paced world we can take
the entertainment industry above and beyond because
everybody matters. We can create a movement, we can help
aid a society that because of technology we are becoming
more subdued living in a world behind virtual walls instead of
human interaction. This is why we must plant the seed of
growth within the TR family. We have a huge project a big
vision, and a complete restructure within the TR plan.   

What would a world be like without entertainment, arts and music? A world a population of heartless
compositions?

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.talentraters.com
https://trmagz.com
https://trmagz.com


Teamwork Makes the Dreamwork!

Carpe Diem!  "Seize the Day"

Love is the only eternal flame which
moves us along our path because we are
always following our heart over logic and
without the melodic harmony that
stabilizes our emotional state could lead
us to endeavor a very dark path. 

How many people would say they don’t
listen to music? A rare few maybe, but
needless to say there would be more
unmotivated individuals, road rage and
broken hearts without the melodic
harmony which heals our soul and keeps
us emotionally sane whilst we endeavor
throughout our Journey of life.

TR has a concept to reach out, connect,
explore and promote all talent because
without talent and entertainment there is
no imagination and without imagination
we cannot progress forward. 
Music is undeniably the fuse between our
body mind and soul and it is credential
that we appreciate the confidence and
talent behind gifted artists. So, by
listening to our favorite artists, what
makes them so special to another
musician that hasn’t had the opportunity
in stepping into the spotlight? Is it the
millions of dollars contracts,
endorsements and advertising that we
instantly connect to the latest track being
played on the radio? Is it the latest
fashion trends worn by our most popular
artists and celebrities all over the latest
gossip magazines which melts our hearts
and puts a little fire back in our
confidence? What is it that makes us,
connect ourselves to artists within the
entertainment industry?  
TR Talent Magazine

As we are driven by emotion, of heartache pain happiness and love. We need to feel similarity like a
piece of heaven is connecting with our soul, an essence of who we are and who we were born to
become. Depending on our mood cycle we listen to songs, a particular voice, the lyrics a story to
mirror our mood and within that we can release tension and connect on an emotional level.

So where do we find the hidden gems without Sony or Warner taking them under construction, for
hard work, long hours, performances and tours. Well we don’t unless a little public exposition is
announced.



TalentRaters is THE place that honors and respects, artistic talented individuals, with a commitment
and mission towards giving each talent as much exposure and opportunity within the industry. Joseph
Bennett director and founder of TR has endured a hard struggle a long wind of setbacks, dead ends,
and missed opportunities throughout his life. Although what was always missed, burning deep inside
this beautiful soul was a vision to build an empire. An empire in the pursuit to bring America’s roots
back after the devastating catastrophic attacks with 911. Joe states that after the catastrophe
Americans are more cautious, afraid and reclusive. Joe is reaching out with a vision in Joining hands
with everybody nationally and globally. Commuting a broad network of talented artists. The vision is to
bring together a community, a movement to shift a coldness and bring a warmth to the population by
showcasing live community events in the aid to raise money for charitable causes with partial
proceeds from TR MAGAZINE. The TR family delivers a helping hand, sense of warmth, compassion,
recognition, exposure and endless possibilities and with a motivated team who are very passionate
about helping a society with a goal to make dreams come true. 
top talents magazines

Click the highlighted link and please read the TalentRaters Story and Mission in it's entirety.

We are asking all interested investors sharing our passion and vision to contact us at 1-856-566-5147
office and 1-856-261-0329 and email us at info@talentraters.com We look forward to taking
TalentRaters to the next levels with you!

Joseph C Bennett
TalentRaters
8562610329
email us here
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